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UNC Greensboro is proud to announce that third-year chemistry student, Marcos Tapia, has been awarded the prestigious Barry Goldwater Scholarship.




Tapia, a first-generation college student from Winston-Salem, was among only 438 students chosen nationwide for the Goldwater honor, which awards $7,500 a year, to cover up to two years of tuition expenses.




The scholarship is intended to support students with aspirations for research careers in natural sciences, mathematics, and engineering to ensure that the U.S. produces professionals in these critical fields. Many Goldwater Scholars have already published research findings in journals and presented at professional conferences, including Tapia.




Tapia’s Window of Opportunity 




Tapia arrived at UNCG with a keen interest in energy storage. He was anxious to help scientists seek solutions for sustainable energy.




In his very first year at UNCG, he connected with an Assistant Professor Dr. Shabnam Hematian who was immediately impressed by his enthusiasm. Tapia joined her research team, which was studying electrochemical properties of substances found in nature to develop environmentally friendly technologies.




“We were working on science inspired by biological systems, like molecules derived from fungi that can be used in batteries,” Tapia explained. “It was fun to take something from nature and apply it to something totally different.”




Tapia refers to his connection with Hematian as a “window of opportunity.”




“UNCG is very unique because we have such a strong staff and excellent funding for research in our department,” he says. “Dr. Hematian had all these ideas and projects. It was the perfect time for me to be able to work with her.”




[image: Student in a white lab coat reaches through a glove to handle samples behind a clear window. His teacher watches over his shoulder.]Tapia studies samples in the lab with Dr. Hematian.



Tapia’s Tenacious Drive for Answers




Faculty in UNCG’s Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry are known to encourage undergraduates in their labs, especially when those students display an aptitude for research work, and a commitment to the projects they are working on.




“Our lab is very collaborative and interdisciplinary, so we have a lot of projects going on at once and Marcos is a strong multitasker. His experience has broadened his perspective of chemistry,” says Hematian. “He has been able to present his research at conferences, connect with chemists, and receive important recognition. This honor is the culmination of his hard work, curiosity, and initiative.”




[image: Student in lab coat works in a chemistry lab with a monitor screen showing graphs in the foreground.]Tapia juggles multiple research projects in UNCG’s chemistry labs.



In his second year at UNCG, Tapia was named a U-RISE Fellow by the National Institutes of Health. This fellowship, which prepares high-achieving science students from underrepresented groups for doctoral training, gave Tapia further opportunities to present his work and opened doors for his Goldwater Scholar appointment.




Like any good scientist, Tapia never wavers from asking questions that will enhance his understanding. “Last year, I attended a conference in Arizona,” Tapia recalls. “There, I met Dr. John Mateja, president of the Goldwater Scholarship Foundation, and was able to ask him specific questions about my application.”




Lee Phillips, director of UNCG’s Undergraduate Research, Scholarship and Creativity Office also praises Tapia’s initiative. “I have been incredibly impressed with Marcos since I met him in his first year at UNCG. He works hard to learn as much as he can about the things that will prepare him for a career as a research chemist. I couldn’t be more happy and proud of him becoming a Goldwater Scholar. “




Spartan Scientists on the Rise




Tapia joins two other Goldwater Scholars from UNCG who have been named in the past three years, illustrating the growing research opportunities and guidance that faculty provide students at UNCG.




This year, 438 scholars were chosen from 1,353 science, engineering and mathematics undergraduate students nominated by 446 institutions to compete for the award.




“Marcos Tapia’s selection as a Goldwater Scholar reflects how competitive and talented our Spartans are,” says Provost Debbie Storrs. “This highly competitive national scholarship will allow him to focus on his academic goals and engage in graduate-level research with support and mentorship from committed faculty and staff.  I am proud of what Marcos has and will accomplish.  He makes UNCG proud!”




Story by Becky Deakins, University Communications.
Photography by Bert Vanderveen.




[image: Student and faculty member work in the lab with dry ice.]
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The master of fine arts creative writing program at UNC Greensboro has been a springboard for generations of poets and novelists. Many great authors laid their foundation for success in the publishing field at UNCG.




The two-year residency program is one of the oldest of its kind in the country. Students benefit from one-on-one mentoring with faculty and peer-reviewing one another’s work. Workshops and seminars help them tailor their specific interests in novels, poems, essays, and non-fiction.




The program’s journal “The Greensboro Review” helps them introduce their work to others. Through its Distinguished Visiting Writers Series, students hear from writers and editors – including alumni – who come to Greensboro for readings and master classes.




Even with star faculty, supportive peers, and engaging workshops, it will take time for writers to figure out their best practices, to learn how to talk to an editor, create a distraction-free writing space, and figure out the “right amount” of research.




April 10 is “Encourage a Young Writer Day.” UNCG caught up with some of its Creative Writing alumni who were eager to share their experiences with current MFA students.





What surprising lesson did you learn while breaking into the publishing industry? 


Build community early, before you’re even breaking into publishing yourself. Find your people, whether that’s in workshops or in writing or book groups you maintain after your MFA is over. I think UNCG’s MFA Program has done a great job of maintaining and promoting community.




– Heidi Czerwiec ’95, ’97 MFA




When you publish your first book, you feel flush, like you finally have a hand of aces and you’re just going to keep playing them for the rest of your life. Inhabit that glow fully, because it’s short-lived. As soon as you start on your second book, you realize the first book was just one round in a lifelong game, and the real writer has to learn to keep growing.




– Maria Hummel ’98 MFA




To take some words I wrote and see them made into something as beautiful as a book still surprises me. It shouldn’t, but it does.




– Paul Crenshaw ’03 MFA


[image: The words "Once upon a Time" typed using a typewriter.]








Where do you write while avoiding distractions?

[image: A woman sits outside writing in a journal.]
I usually find myself writing at the kitchen table. I’ve also discovered that I’m never going to be that cool, coffee shop writer. I might be able to leisurely revise or read at a coffee shop, but when I’m “on deadline,” I have to have solitude.




– Leslie C. Youngblood ’05 MFA




Turning off the Wi-Fi can be helpful, mostly as a symbolic gesture to myself that this is writing time. I recently ordered an old word processor from the 1990s; they’ve been making a comeback among writers who want distraction-free tools!




– Sarah Rose Nordgren ’07 MFA




I tend to write better while moving. For years now, I’ve written the bulk of my books on my phone while on an elliptical machine. Something about the mix of exercise and movement helps.




– Kirsten Oliphant ’07 MFA











What is your advice for doing research for a story?


Get ready to read more books and articles than you think you’ll need. Good research is like an iceberg. When 10% of it is showing above the waves, you’ve done just about the right amount.




 – Cathy Carr ’88 MFA




If I’m writing about a particular area of the country, I need to go there. I walk around. Drink coffee while watching people and just observing. I’m currently writing hockey books and have been to a number of games.




– Kirsten Oliphant ’07 MFA




Writers should do enough research to make their worlds plausible – have clear rules, borders, and a consistent internal logic. That stuff shouldn’t be vague. But I’ve often buried myself in research to hide from the writing. Ultimately, you want the reader connecting with and thinking about your characters, not how much research you did.




– Steve Almond ’97 MFA


[image: A woman sits at a table writing while surrounded by books.]








What was a surprising inspiration for one of your works?

[image: A man looks thoughtful while writing in a notebook.]
While writing my first book, “Best Bones,” I went through a period of being obsessed with prion diseases and house servant handbooks written by servants in the 1800s. While writing “Darwin’s Mother,” I was obsessed with evolutionary theory. And my new book, “Feathers,” arose from an obsession with feather hats.




– Sarah Rose Nordgren ’07 MFA




My newest collection of essays is about the 80s. I was inspired by a decade. The culture, the Cold War, the music, the way many of us felt the world was going to end, and how often that was reflected in the media of the time.




– Paul Crenshaw ’03 MFA




I’m an amateur mushroom forager. I wrote a piece, “Consider the Lobster Mushroom,” about a mushroom – usually milk-caps – infested with another fungus that turns it bright orangy-red and makes it taste like seafood. The piece became a craft essay on writing hybrid nonfiction.




– Heidi Czerwiec ’95, ’97 MFA




When both my sons were four years old, they came up with the best poem titles. “Throne for the Death Blob” was a favorite. Who doesn’t want to imagine that?




– Maria Hummel ’98 MFA











How do you build a good relationship with an editor?


If you say “yes,” to everything because you think that’s what editors want, you’re heading in the wrong direction. Editors want to work with you. They value your input. You make the novel stronger as a team.




– Leslie C. Youngblood ’05 MFA




Realize that your editor has a bit more distance from your work than you do and can probably see what you need to do in the next draft more clearly than you can.




– Steve Almond ’97 MFA




My editor wrote an email that I’ve always remembered: “Everyone on the team wants to work with Cathy again.” This is the attitude you want in the book business. Publishing is a small world. If you are a touchy prima donna, that word will get around.




– Cathy Carr ’88 MFA


[image: Hands typing into a laptop.]








How do you navigate the ruts like writer’s block or rejections?

[image: A person writing in a notebook surrounded by crumpled paper.]
There are some great social media groups that encourage writers to “Brag Your Rejections.” Others have the goal of accumulating 100 rejections per year, with ongoing tallies. It’s a fun way of reframing rejection as communally shared.




– Heidi Czerwiec ’95, ’97 MFA




If one person complains about a plot point or characterization, that’s just one opinion. If everyone is mentioning it, then almost certainly you do have a problem that you need to consider fixing. If I hadn’t noticed a pattern with the rejections for my first novel, “365 Days to Alaska,” and addressed that underlying problem, I think I’d probably still be submitting that book today.




– Cathy Carr ’88 MFA




I’ve suggested “writing sprints”: you write for a set amount of time without editing. I also like the idea of “freewriting” or “brain dumping.” I’m amazed that I get to create worlds and people. I try not to think about the goal of someone reading my work initially. There will be time for that later.




– Leslie C. Youngblood ’05 MFA











What rewarding or constructive comments have you gotten from your readers?


If a reader sees the meaning that I intended, that is confirming. If the reader sees a different meaning, that is illuminating and often tells me where I need to develop.




– Maria Hummel ’98 MFA




I have a couple of friends from my MFA days at UNCG that I share poem drafts with. They are smart, generous readers, and are great at pointing out when something can be cut from a poem, and when an image or idea isn’t as clear as it could be. Trust is crucial when you’re getting feedback.




– Sarah Rose Nordgren ’07 MFA




In one week, I had two emails from readers a little outside the norm of my readership. The first was a high school girl, who said she loved reading my books and they encouraged her to be a writer. The other was from a man in his 70s who said his wife had died, and my books were a way for him to remember what it felt like to have her and to be in love.




– Kirsten Oliphant ’07 MFA


[image: A little girl leans back on the floor of a bookstore reading.]










About the Authors





Steve Almond
Steve Almond is a writer of short stories and novels. Works include “Candyfreak,” “All the Secrets of the World,” and “What Brings Me to You” with UNCG alumna Julianna Baggott. Co-host of “Dear Sugars” podcast.

View Steve’s work.

Steve Almond







Cathy Carr
Cathy Carr writes middle-grade fiction. Works include “365 Days to Alaska” and “Lost Kites and Other Treasures.”

Cathy Carr







Paul Crenshaw
Paul Crenshaw writes both fiction and nonfiction. Works include “This One Will Hurt You,” “This We’ll Defend,” and “Melt With Me: Coming of Age & Other ‘80 Perils.”

Paul Crenshaw







Heidi Czerwiec
Heidi Czerwiec specializes in lyric and craft essays. Works include “Fluid States,” “Conjoining,” and “Crafting the Lyric Essay: Strike a Chord.” 

Heidi Czerwiec







Maria Hummel
Maria Hummel has published thrillers, historical fiction, and poetry, among other formats. Works include “Goldenseal,” “Still Lives,” and “Motherland.”

Maria Hummel







Sarah Rose Nordgren
Sarah Rose Nordgren specializes in poetry and nonfiction prose. Works include “Best Bones,” “Feathers: A Bird-Hat Wearer’s Journal,” and “The Creation Museum.”

Sarah Rose Nordgren







Kirsten Oliphant
Kirsten Oliphant (as Emma St. Clair) is an author of romance. Works include “Eloise and the Grump Next Door,” “The Twelve Holidates,” and “The Bluff.”

Kirsten Oliphant







Leslie C. Youngblood
Leslie C. Youngblood loves writing realistic fiction. Works include “Forever This Summer” and “Love Like Sky.”

Leslie C. Youngblood










Story by Janet Imrick, University Communications
Photography by Jiyoung Park, University Communications
Additional images courtesy of Adobe Stock




[image: Author and UNCG professor Steve Dischell sits at a table with students and a stack of books.]
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UNC Greensboro employs more than 2,700 students throughout campus. From libraries and academic departments to student organizations, facilities and administrative offices, student employees bring a certain energy and connectivity to our campus community.  




This week, April 8-12, is national student employee appreciation week. If you see a fellow Spartan working on campus, thank them for the work they do, and keep in mind the resume building skills they are practicing along the way. Student employees are giving as much as they are getting, and the campus runs smoothly thanks to their efforts and professionalism. 




Meet a few of the student employees who play a vital part in building the welcoming and inspiring community we enjoy at UNCG. 




[image: Woman stands with her arms crossed in front of a green screen.]
Ayana Cholula 




Major:  Student Affairs Administration in Higher Education  (M.Ed.) 




Campus Job:  Graduate Assistant in the Office of Intercultural Engagement (OIE) 




“Serving as an advocate and support resource for students fills my cup. Helping them navigate their own collegiate journey has helped me with mine. I like to take initiative and develop constantly, so it’s nice to have that supported by OIE. After two years in this position, I have a massive network full of folx who have supported and assisted me academically, professionally, and holistically.”    – Ayana Cholula








Alec Gougeon 




Major:  Business Administration M.B.A., with a concentration in Marketing   




Campus Job:  Marketing Intern for UNCG Athletics




“It has been a huge help having someone so hardworking, helpful, and a true leader in this industry. Alec can easily step into any assignment or situation and be successful. I am proud of his growth and hard work over these past couple of years. Whoever gives him his first shot will be extremely happy to have him as part of their team.”
– James Nance, Director of Marketing and Game Operations, UNCG Athletics


[image: Man stands in front of a bring wall featuring UNCG baseball graphics and behind a table where he is handling marketing promotions.]




[image: ]
Laiba Siddique 




Major:  Studio Art with a concentration in New Media Design 




Campus Job:  Graphic Design Intern at University Communications 




 “My campus job brings me immense joy due to the invaluable real-life work experience I gain daily. Each day presents an opportunity to learn something new, from working within brand guidelines to the thrill of creating impactful designs. This role not only hones my design skills, but also provides me with a comprehensive understanding of various facets of the design industry, including printing, advertising, marketing, and more.” 
– Laiba Siddique








Cailyn Stackhouse 




Major:  Marketing with a concentration in Social Media 




Campus Job:  Student Content Creator for Enrollment Communications 




“Cailyn has been such a great asset to our Student Content Creator team! She is engaged, always willing to help, and makes an effort to truly get to know everyone on our team and interact with students on campus. She is incredibly kind, outgoing, smart, and funny and I am so happy to have worked with her the past year!”   – Maris Jones, Digital Media Coordinator, Enrollment Communications


[image: Student in a SGA sweatshirt stands in the EUC holding a ball.]




[image: Student stands in a broadcast room with a headset on and wires hanging on the wall behind him.]
Kyle Maher 




Major:  Media Studies 




Campus Job:  Assistant Manager of Broadcast Operations for UNCG Athletics 




“I love being able to fuel my passions for both sports and media. I love that every day is something new and interesting, and the opportunity to work in Division 1 sports is next to none, especially as a student. This job has given me real work experience that will propel me for a career not only in sports broadcast, but in media as a whole.”     – Kyle Maher








Ivan Tarpley  




Major:  Communication Studies and History 




Campus Job:  First-Year Assistant for New Student Transitions (NST) 




“My campus job has provided me with a network of support that I have leaned on throughout my three years here at UNCG.  This job has given me experience in communication and problem-solving skills that are essential for my future career. All the things I have learned through NST & First Year Experience are transferable to any field I choose to go into after graduation!”    – Ivan Tarpley


[image: Student stands in front of a residence hall in a UNCG branded jacket. and backpack.]




[image: Student in a UNCG jacket stands in a bowling alley with a bowling ball.]
Mannie Aquino  




Major:  Political Science and Philosophy major 




Campus Jobs:  Attorney General for Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities, First-Year Assistant for New Student Transitions and First Year Experience, Peer Academic Leader  




“I love my campus jobs because they allow me to work with students and families. I am getting incredible experience that I can use in my future career in the public sector working as a public servant.”    – Mannie Aquino







Story by Becky Deakins, University Communications.
Photography by Sean Norona, University Communications. Athletics employee photos submitted by Denise Archetto.




[image: Bookstore employee in UNCG t-shirt checks out a student who is buying books.]
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Three student Pubantz Artists in Residence create storytelling works. 




Once upon a time, Annabelle Kizer wanted to draw, but she didn’t know what. Her mom’s advice: “Draw something creepy.” 




Kizer, now a senior studying studio art at UNC Greensboro, sketched a girl holding a stuffed animal under an exposed light bulb. Darkness surrounds the girl. 




“I named her Insomnia,” Kizer recalls.  




When Kizer saw an announcement for UNCG’s Pubantz Artist in Residence (AIR) Program, she knew Insomnia could become more than the subject of a single sketch. 




Kizer is one of five students in the Lloyd International Honors College to receive funding from the program designed to bring projects in visual, written, and performing arts to life. 




Through the yearlong program, selected participants receive encouragement from mentors, meet with each other regularly and share their work in an annual showcase. This year, the showcase takes place at 5 p.m. April 11 in the Alumni House. 





[image: ]



[image: ]




‘A Deep Allegorical Dive into the World of Sleep’ 




Thanks to the program, Kizer’s Insomnia now plays a key role in “Children of Nightmare.” The illustrated children’s storybook takes what she calls “a deep allegorical dive into the world of sleep” as it follows the story of a protagonist who, with the help of embodied sleep disorders, overcomes their fears and finds their way home. 




The book draws on earlier research that Kizer had done into human sleep cycles and sleep disorders.  




“I’ve had a very deep fascination with the neurological systems of our brains and imagination in general,” she says. “When we sleep, we are actively storytelling to ourselves, and that is something I value deeply.” 




Kizer’s focus on visual storytelling and movement grew out of an early interest she had in choreography and dance. She entered UNCG as a dance major, but shifted to studio art with a concentration in new media and design as she realized she could take what she’d learned from dance and apply it to visual storytelling. 




“To be able to convey movement through static image is my greatest inspiration and goal in all my work,” she says. 




In the future, Kizer hopes to become the artistic director of an animation company, bringing together technicians with artists and animators to help tell stories. In the meantime, she hopes that those who read “Children of Nightmare” will come to appreciate a good night’s sleep. 




“Sleep is incredibly important for our body systems,” she says. “It’s something that we spend a big part of our life doing, and I’m hoping that the storybook can demystify sleep disorders and have people create a greater understanding and value for sleep themselves.” 




[image: ]



Sci Fi, with a Twist of Darwin 




Another AIR writer, Sofie Muska, hopes to get people thinking with her draft novel “Scions of the Solar Sea.” 




When she graduates from UNCG in Spring 2025, she’ll have completed three majors. When she’s not studying, Muska writes, rewrites, and writes even more.  




In December 2023, her draft had reached some 45,000 words. She started over, reaching around 15,000 words in January, and now she’s continuing to work back up with interwoven plot lines that take readers to an alien planet in the distant future.  




The novel revolves around two strangers, Aymond Estragon and Nereus Anastos, who navigate a world where a virus engineered to tackle an invasive species mutates and slowly begins to infect humans.  




“The planet is called Darwin, in keeping with the theme the novel explores, which is evolution,” Muska explains. “It’s an exploration of the idea of change and adapting to that change. I explore that both in a more natural setting when it comes to the organisms that inhabit the planet, as well as in a more social context with the characters that I have populated this planet with.” 




At UNCG, Muska is bringing interests in writing and science together, majoring in computer science, English, and languages, literatures, and cultures, with a concentration in French and francophone studies.  




She decided to apply for the AIR program when she was taking her last fiction writing class. 




“It was an opportunity to keep pursuing fiction writing and to keep working with Holly Goddard Jones, a professor I have come to respect a great deal,” Muska says. 




Right now, Muska plans to pursue a doctorate in computer science after she graduates in Spring 2025, and she wants to continue writing science fiction on the side.  




[image: ]



Binding Costumes to a Character’s Story and an Actor’s Needs 




For another Artist in Residence, Sophie Shahan, the value of costumes in theatrical productions can’t be overestimated. Every detail, she says, plays a part in helping tell a character’s story.   




In her project, Shanan tackles the defining details of corsets from different eras, from their outer embellishments to the fabric they’re made from to the design of the inner boning that gives them their shape.  




Although Shahan grew up with a strong interest in the arts, coming to UNCG School of Theatre’s design and technical production program “was like stepping into the unknown,” she says. 




“I had very little experience in theater before I came here,” she says, “but I found that sewing was my thing.” 




Shahan’s AIR project has given her plenty of opportunities to spend time in what she’s come to call her “second home” – the costume shop – and to interact with her project mentor, costume director Amy Holroyd. 




Shahan has fashioned three rehearsal corsets, demonstrating how they can be altered to fit different body types and different theatrical scenarios. 




“One of the best things about this project is I get to create multiple corsets and get to play around with what’s used in making each one, depending on what the performance needs are,” she says. “I’ve learned a lot about collaborating with performers and getting their take on things. It’s important to make sure they feel comfortable in things like breathing and moving. And it’s been great having acting-focused people be excited about this project, because it makes the late hours worth it.” 




Once the AIR showcase is over, Shahan plans to give the custom-made corsets to the three actors she’s worked with. But she intends to take the skills she learned in creating them with her into her career, wherever she may land. 




Story by Dee Shore
Photography by Sean Norona, University Communications
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                AADS Receives Mellon Grant for Equity-Based Educational Programs

                Posted on April 05, 2024
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UNC Greensboro’s African American and African Diaspora Studies (AADS) department hosted a soil collection ceremony on September 30, 2023, at the approximate site where Eugene Hairston was lynched in 1887. It was time to reclaim the land at the corner of Mendenhall and Spring Garden Streets and “grow the world we want” on the soil that is now occupied by UNCG’s campus. 




Thus began an organized educational effort led by AADS and funded by a $100,000 grant from The Mellon Foundation.  




Expanding Educational Reach 




This grant is the largest ever received by the department, which was founded in 1982. Inspired by the University’s role in Greensboro’s civil rights movement dating back to the Woolworth’s lunch counter sit-ins in 1960, AADS strives to maintain education and public discourse between UNCG and the broader Greensboro community on matters of equity and recognition of complete historical narratives about race in America.  




The Mellon grant is earmarked for equity-focused curriculum development that will broaden the reach of AADS to high school teachers and librarians in the community. UNCG faculty and students are planning forums for discussion of how to teach African American subject matter at the high school level, and development of lesson plans that are inclusive and give students a more complete understanding of where they live.  




Noelle Morrisette, AADS director and professor, refers to this education-focused initiative as “an ecology of learning and action in which to grow the world we want. Mapping, cultivating & transforming North Carolina communities starting in Greensboro and expanding throughout the state.” 





[image: ]
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Reflecting Student Voices 




Morrisette affirms that UNCG student involvement in these programs is a priority. “Our students are excited to share the importance of what they are studying to younger students and the community at large,” she says.  




The grant will fund eight internships, which will be offered to undergraduate students with AADS majors. The internships fall into three categories: community engagement, multimedia documentation, and AADS alumni engagement.  




Community engagement interns will organize the high school forums, help build high school lesson plans, and facilitate high school field trips to the UNCG campus to learn about Black studies. Documentary interns will work on efforts like photo collections and multimedia projects that combine creativity with the Black experience. AADS alumni engagement interns will connect current students with alumni to explore ways to use their majors in various business sectors. 




“As we meet the ‘Trayvon Generation’ as well as first-generation college students in our classrooms, contend with assaults on academic freedom, and build alliances through collaboration, we strive to deepen awareness of the intersectional power that is AADS,” Morrisette explains. “This Mellon grant helps us to build those bridges.” 




Story by Becky Deakins, University Communications.
Photography by University Communications.




[image: Oak View Elementary principal Bennie Bradley fist bumps student Ivy Bennett.]
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Generative Artificial Intelligence (AI) is making waves in all aspects of our lives. UNCG’s inaugural “AI Institute: Educate, Innovate, Iterate” kickoff on May 6 aims to empower instructors to reflect critically on the opportunities and limitations of this evolving technology, effectively integrate Generative AI into teaching and learning practices, and promote student success in an AI-enabled world. Hosted by the University Teaching and Learning Commons, this institute is made possible by the contributions of faculty and staff from around campus who are dedicated to the responsible incorporation of Generative Artificial Intelligence for the advancement of teaching, learning, and student success.




The institute will kick off on with a keynote address on “Reimagining Higher Education with Artificial Intelligence” by Harvard University’s Dr. Chris Dede. Through a variety of engaging session formats and hands-on learning opportunities, participants will convene as a community of educators to address questions such as:




	What is Generative AI and what are its opportunities and limitations?
	What are the ethical considerations of Generative AI and how can it be used responsibly in higher education?
	How can Generative AI be effectively utilized to support teaching and learning and integrated into the curriculum?





The institute is free and open to all educators at UNCG regardless of rank, discipline, or prior experience using Generative AI tools. Administrators, faculty, staff, and GTAs wanting to know more about applications of Generative AI to support teaching and learning are all welcome to attend! The registration form is available here.




Please email utlc@uncg.edu with any questions about this event.
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UNCG’s ambitious child obesity study iGrow, which followed kids from womb to toddlerhood, expands into the preschool years with a new $3 million grant to understand how children develop regulatory behaviors around food.
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It’s that time of the semester again – Late Night Breakfast is back, and we’re gearing up for a fantastic event! Spartan Dining is excited to announce that we’ll be serving up delicious breakfast delights to our hardworking students during this much-anticipated tradition.




To make this event a success, we’re looking for enthusiastic volunteers to join our team and assist with serving our student community.




This year, Late Night Breakfast will be held on Wednesday, April 24 starting at 9 p.m. Volunteers are needed between 8:30-11 p.m. to serve food and restock food and drinks.




Anyone interested can email Des St. Cyr at des.cyr@compass-usa.com or call 336.334.4464.




[image: A poster for Late Night Breakfast at UNCG on April 24 at 9 p.m.]
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When students set their sights on medical school, veterinary school, or another health-related professional track, they’re in for years of studies, internships, and extracurriculars to prepare them for demanding careers. It’s a lofty goal that only a committed few can obtain, but at UNC Greensboro, students following these paths are finding unique guidance and opportunities that enable success in these rigorous programs.    




Acceptance rates into health-related schools for UNCG undergraduates are higher than the national average for medical (med) school, physician’s assistant (PA) school, physical therapy (PT) school, and veterinary (vet) school. These stats are impressive, but our students are best at communicating the intangibles they’ve found at UNCG that make our health-related pre-professional programs stand apart.  




Daniel Araya: Resources Make the Difference 




Fourth-year biology major Daniel Araya points down the hall in the Nursing Instructional Building to the wall outside of advisor Robin Maxwell’s office. “That’s my transformative spot on this campus,” he says with a laugh, but it’s not an exaggeration.  




“This wall is packed with invaluable resources, including year-to-year course advising, summer internship opportunities, and extensive information on what medical schools seek in prospective students,” Araya says. “It’s where I first learned about an internship opportunity at the University of North Carolina School of Medicine, which led to me to spend two additional summers there.” 




[image: Student sits in a lounge in the Nursing Instruction Building with a confident smirk.]“My advisors have fueled me with a deep sense of confidence. They’ve empowered me to thrive in demanding courses and balance numerous extracurricular activities.”  – Daniel Araya



In addition to the resources and guidance provided by Maxwell, Araya credits undergraduate research as the “most significant opportunity” he was afforded at UNCG.  




“I was fortunate to join the first research lab I applied to in my sophomore year, introducing me to a vibrant community. This involvement propelled me to present my research findings nationwide. At a larger university, securing research opportunities and funding for travel can be highly competitive. I believe it would have been much more challenging to achieve a comparable experience elsewhere.” 




After his graduation in May, Araya will be taking the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) this summer and then spending a gap year in South Africa at Cape Town University, where he’ll participate in a marine biology research lab.   




The more he has learned about the healthcare system, the more motivated Araya is to serve. “The most significant insight I’ve gained is the noticeable lack of diversity among physicians,” Araya says. “It falls upon the shoulders of the next generation to actively work towards enhancing diversity within the healthcare field.” 




Valeria Calderon: Athlete to Physician Assistant by Way of Kinesiology 




For Valeria Calderon, UNCG was the perfect environment to turn her passion for exercise into a career. Originally from Puerto Rico, she moved to High Point in 2014 and came to UNCG as a student athlete on the volleyball team.    




[image: UNCG women's volleyball player stretches to hit the ball.]“When I came here in 2020, the Nursing and Instructional Building was just finished, which drew my attention because it is such a beautiful building with a great learning environment. Many of my classes took place there and it has been my go-to study spot all four years at UNCG.”  – Valeria Calderon (photo submitted by UNCG Athletics)



With aspirations to become a physician assistant, Calderon took her advisor’s advice and chose a major that inspired her to supplement her required biology and chemistry courses.




“Kinesiology gave me a wonderful experience to learn more about exercise physiology, psychology, motor development, and even gave me great background on human anatomy and possible injuries I may see as a physician’s assistant,” Calderon explained.  




PA schools and med schools are adjusting their acceptance criteria to prioritize well-rounded applicants who can relate to patients, which makes varied majors and student experiences all the more important. For Calderon, volleyball has limited her extra time for research and patient care experience, but balancing athletics and a degree in Kinesiology will be an advantage on PA school applications.  




“Being on the team emphasized discipline, as well as other essential skills I will need in my near future such as time management, leadership, and responsibility.” 




It’s not easy to juggle activities and rigorous courses in different departments of the University, but advisors keep pre-professional students’ eyes on the prize. Calderon graduates in May and plans to spend a year as a Clinical Medical Assistant to obtain the patient care experience she needs before applying to PA school. She appreciates the customized guidance she’s received. 




“Professor Maxwell provided many options for courses to take, different routes for getting my patient care hours, and provided me with a diverse list of PA schools with requirements I’d need for admission to their specific program.” Calderon beams, “Anytime I felt stuck in the process and didn’t know what to do, I could always depend on her encouragement.” 











Trinity Shealey: The Total Package for Vet School 




The national acceptance rate for vet school is 12.5%, the most competitive of all the health-related professional schools. In 2023, UNCG’s rate was 28%. Trinity Shealey is a product of this success.   




Shealey arrived in Greensboro with a lifelong love of animals and a strong science background at a STEM early college. She loved the exploratory learning encouraged at Lloyd International Honors College. Being a biology major was a natural fit, but she was surprised to find herself drawn to classical studies courses as well.   




“Being an honors college student helps me with balance. I must have the organic chemistry and physics courses for pre-vet, but I can mix it with reading about Greek mythology or studying philosophy,” she explains. 




Shealey thrived in this well-rounded curriculum, maintaining a 3.94 grade point average and taking advantage of campus activities, undergraduate research and a study abroad trip to South Korea. 




Many students take an extra year after graduation to build their applications with research and practical experience, but Shealey has already received an acceptance to North Carolina State University’s vet school. She credits UNCG research opportunities and the help she received on her essays for making her application shine. 




She spent two years working with Dr. Brian McLean studying shrew, small mammals that look like tiny mice. Although undergraduates in larger universities are often relegated to menial lab tasks, Shealey’s work was hands-on: “I did dissections. I got to do DNA coding and sequencing. I worked with scientific machinery. I went on the field work trips.” 




[image: Pre-vet student meets with advisor in Nursing Instructional Building. ]“At college you aren’t just taking four years to be studying. You’re also taking four years to figure yourself out, and learn about who you are, and meet other people, and experience programs and just kind of figure your life out.”  – Trinity Shealey



Assistance from The Writing Center and edits from her advisor were invaluable as Shealey prepared her vet school application essays. “I was in the writing center every single day for like two months straight,” she says. “Professor Maxwell was so helpful with stylization and rephrasing things. She knows what the admissions offices are looking for.” 




Looking back at her undergraduate experience, she praises the collaborative environment she found at UNCG. “Imagine being in an animal science undergraduate class at NC State where your entire class is fighting for research programs and activities. At UNCG, we don’t have that pressure. People are working together rather than everyone fighting for themselves.”  




Coren O’Brien: First-Year Pre-Med Student Hits the Ground Running 




[image: Student stands arms crossed in Nursing Instructional Building.]“I have been surprised by the resources available to students at UNCG. Tutoring centers are always open. The Writing Center is so helpful. Accessibility of faculty during office hours has been great. And there’s a focus on mental health and prioritizing sleep and exercise that I’m grateful for.”   – Coren O’Brien



High achieving students’ ears perk at the mention of participating in research as an undergraduate, but few can join a lab in their first year of college. Coren O’Brien is on a fast track for med school at UNCG. He has already joined Dr. Yashomati Patel’s lab, which is studying cancer cell metabolism, particularly in breast cancer.  




“I have participated in cell culture, blotting, different kinds of imaging,” he says. “And I’m working on a paper that I hope will be published by the time I graduate.” 




All this will keep him busy, especially given that he plans to graduate in two years, but he wasn’t always this motivated. There were personal factors that narrowed his focus on a preprofessional track when he landed at UNCG from his hometown, Miami.  




“I changed places, routines, and habits, and I was deliberate about it. I still sometimes think med school is too competitive and something that maybe I can’t do, but that’s where advising comes in.” 




O’Brien relies on guidance from Caitlin Saraphis in the College of Arts and Sciences and Robin Maxwell as his pre-med advisor. Maxwell directs him to extracurriculars and experience that med schools look for and Saraphis works with him to fit the right classes into his schedule, so he can graduate early.  




“Professor Maxwell helps me diversify myself as an applicant so that I’m more than just X GPA and X research and X clinical hours,” he says. “Advising is the number one plus to going to school here. I wouldn’t be where I am without it.” 




He also credits the availability of opportunities at UNCG. “I hadn’t taken my first bio class when I was accepted into an undergraduate research program. I just walked in and talked to Dr. Patel, and I was admitted. There’s a lot of space here to show initiative, and a lot more appreciation for those who do show initiative.” 




O’Brien’s girlfriend is also pre-med at UNC-Chapel Hill and is struggling to find similar opportunities as a first-year student. “She’s overwhelmed because there are so many extracurriculars that you can apply for, but there’s much more competition and she must have prerequisites to participate.” 




Alternatively, O’Brien’s problem is finding the time to take advantage of all the opportunities he’s found at UNCG. He currently works as a medical scribe, has a research position with the National Institutes of Health this summer, signed-up for classes for his EMT certification, applied to be a resident advisor next year, and he’s also the president of the swimming club.  




He admits that pursuing med school isn’t an easy path, but his advisors ask questions along the way to make sure he’s committed and to ensure that he’s prioritizing his mental health. “Professor Maxwell wants to make sure medicine is the right fit for you. She works to prepare us for years of study and long hours and challenging work-life balance. You’ve got to really want it to take all that on.” 




Story by Becky Deakins, University Communications.
Photography by Sean Norona, unless otherwise noted.




[image: Young nurse stands in front of Moses Cone Hospital.]
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